Human chromosome-specific repetitive DNA probes: targeting in situ hybridization to chromosome 17 with a 42-base-pair alphoid DNA oligomer.
The pericentric region of human chromosome 17 was targeted for specific in situ hybridization of the alphoid DNA subfamily enriched on this chromosome. A recombinant DNA clone containing the entire higher order chromosome 17 alphoid repeat preferentially hybridized to the pericentric region of chromosome 17, but frequently cross-hybridized to other chromosomes under normal stringency conditions. Chromosomal specificity, after in situ hybridization to metaphase spreads and interphase nuclei, was improved by using a subclone containing predominantly monomer 1 of the higher order repeat. Further improvement was achieved by synthesizing a 42-nucleotide oligomer of a divergent region of monomer 1. Southern blot analysis confirmed the improved specificity of the shorter probes. Reducing the potential of repetitive DNA probes to cross-hybridize increases the usefulness of the probes, especially when they are used for localizing individual chromosomes in interphase nuclei.